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METALLI / METALS

MATERIE PLASTICHE / PLASTIC MATERIALS

LEGNO / WOOD

Steel and stainless steel: high-quality materials, with a perfectly polish surface, they can be painted in 
any RAL colors, chromed or satinized..
Aluminium: die-casted, resistant and lightweight, equipped for outdoor use.
Cast iron: resistant and long-lasting material, is characterised by a coarse surface, obtained during the  
the sandblasting process.
Our metal products can be painted with epoxy powder, if intended for indoor use, or in alternative with 
polyester painting, which equips the product for outdoor use. Since polyester is not a galvvanic pro-
cess, we cannot guarantee a 100% protection against atmospherical agents and areas with particular 
environmental conditions such as by the sea or the pool. 
Materials care: Clean with a soft cloth, soaked in neutral cleaners diluted in water. Always dry the 
surface after the cleaning. In any case avoid cleansers containing alcohol and aggresive solvents, 
because they can damage the metal surface. Take care to remove promptly any food or drink spots 
like coffee, juices or sugary drinks.

Polycarbonate: non toxic and resistant material, it is injection pressed in the production of our Glamour 
shell. The shell is also certified CATAS and has passed the test of 100.000 cycles. The chair is intended 
only for indoor use.
Polyethylene: is a flexible and robust material, reistant against atmospherical agents and solar ray; for 
these reason, polyethylene products are perfectly equipped for outdoor use.
Materials care: Clean with a soft cloth, soaked in neutral cleaners diluted in water. Always dry the sur-
face after the cleaning. In any case avoid cleansers containing alcohol and aggresive solvents. 
To avoid dirt deposits, take care to clean plastic products daily.

The wood used for our products are: solid beechwood (table base column and Wood chairs), solid 
Pinewood (tops), solid Spruce (Shabby and Kei Wood seats) and Oak plywood (Milù and Oslo shell). A 
difference in colour can occur between each lot of wood due to it being a natural material.
Materials care: Clean with a soft cloth, soaked in neutral cleaners diluted in water and dry the surface. 
In any case do not wash with any detergents. Possible liquid or other residues should be immediately 
removed to avoid absorption and permanent stains.



of thermosetting resins. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Consult the data sheet in the download of 
the material.

LAMINATI / LAMINATES

POLIMERICO / POLYMERICS

VETRI / GLASS

ECOPELLI E TESSUTI / ECOLEATHER & FABRICS

Materials
Care

Defined also as HPL (High pressure laminate), they are composed by layers of fibrous material soaked 

Composed by an MDF core and revested with PVC, it is characterised by rounded edges. Intended only 
for indoor use.  per solo uso interno.  Take care to remove promptly any food or hot drink spots, to avoid 
absorption and permanent stains

Our glass tops are tempered, in other words the glass undergoes a heat treatment with the aim of 
increasing resistance to flexure and thermal shock. In case of breakage, the glass would shatter into 
minute fragments that would not cut due to the normalization process..
Materials care: Always clean with a soft cloth soaked with water and glass cleaning products. After 
cleaning dry immediately the surface.

Inca: 88% PVC - 6% PL - 6% CO. Fire retardant test UNI 9175 Classe 1M. Available in many colors; to see 
the our full colore palette check our website or go to page 98.
Maya: 77% PVC - 23% PL. Fire retardant test UNI 9175 Classe 1M. Available in many colors; to see the 
our full colore palette check our website or go to page 98.
Natura: 90% WO - 10% PES. On request available also with fire retardant test certification UNI 9175 Clas-
se 1M. Available in many colors; to see the our full colore palette check our website or go to page 99.
Velvet Touch: 52% PP - 48% PL. ire retardant test UNI 9175 Classe 1M. Available in many colors; to see 
the our full colore palette check our website or go to page 99.
Sandy: 100% PP FR. ire retardant test UNI 9175 Classe 1M. Available in many colors; to see the our full 
colore palette check our website or go to page 99.
Materials care: Always clean with a soft cloth soaked with water and dry the surface.  Do not dry clean 
(*except for “Natura” wool felt) or wash with detergents. Remove immediately any liquid or other resi-
dues to avoid absorption and permanent stains.


